Jose Garcia ‘09CompE, ‘09OB
Candidate for Secretary

Jose Garcia was one of the masses of people who believed the myth that graduating from college would lead to a life of abundant opportunity. In the middle of the pursuit, he discovered the story is not that simple. Jose vows to find a way to restore the lost promise. On the journey, Jose is collecting friends, founded a profession called Human Resource Engineering (HR Engineer), investigated professional associations like Toastmasters and discovered many role models. Jose seeks to push beyond his limits to achieve his professional goal of becoming a Super Executive, a corporate decision maker who holds positions in 2 or more distinct divisions or companies with little overlap; and achieve the impact of a Mega-Leader, a decision maker whose decisions affect entire industries.

Jose's hopes are to combine these powers to disrupt the world of higher education so that future college students do not have to suffer the effects of not learning the fine print of college education. Will Jose achieve the resourcefulness and dexterity of Sir Richard Branson and the innovative spirit and impact of Jack Welsh, but in Higher Education? Jose's response is "Only God knows, but if my fellow friends join me in the quest, I am much more likely to succeed!" It's amazing what a group of people united by a cause can accomplish.

For full details, meeting agenda including proposed bylaws changes, and to confirm your attendance at the 2011 Annual Meeting of the Polytechnic Institute Alumni Association, please visit www.poly.edu/piaa/annualmeeting. If you are unable to attend in person, you are encouraged to vote by proxy.